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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel hierarchical behavior
planner with a multi-layered confabulation based behavior
selection structure for robots to perform tasks. The proposed
planner integrates a STRIPS based behavior selection approach
and cogent confabulation approach. The STRIPS based behavior selection approach is a goal tree search that induces goaloriented sequences of behaviors, while the cogent confabulation
approach is based on conditional probabilities between input
symbols and target behaviors, aims to model human thinking
mechanism. Our planner is applied with a set of behaviors
defined in a multi-layered structure to show that it can plan
a hierarchical sequences of behaviors to perform given tasks.
The effectiveness and applicability of the proposed scheme is
demonstrated through the experiments with the robot Mybot,
developed in the Robot Intelligence Technology Lab. at KAIST.

cogency ranking is introduced to calculate the most possible
behaviors for given pre-conditions.
Also, reinforcement learning is employed for increasing
the probability of once-selected solution to be selected
again by reducing the search space. In the experiment, the
proposed planner’s re-planning capability is analyzed by
allowing user intervention.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces preliminaries for the proposed architecture. Section
III presents the development of confabulation based hierarchical behavior planner and Section IV for the experiments
performed with the proposed task planner and discussion.
Finally, the conclusion remarks follow in Section V.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. P RELIMINARIES

Numerous research has been performed regarding behavior selection and planning for robots with task intelligence.
For this purpose, behaviors and resultant effects were associated with situational context as object-action-effect situation
[2]. A sequence of behaviors was planned by STRIPS [3],
[4] and tree search algorithm [5]. The concept that human
action is biased by learning frequently occurring behaviors,
was used for behavior planning [6], [7]. Confabulation as a
heuristic metric was used in tree search algorithm to describe
human intelligence [8], [9]. A sequence of behaviors was
planned [11], [12], [13], [14] based on that behaviors can
be intuitively understood in a hierarchical form [10]. On the
other hand, intelligence operating architecture was presented
to realize the mechanism of human thought [10].
This paper proposes a cogency based behavior planning
architecture for robots to perform given tasks. In overall
scheme, this cogency based behavior planner utilizes hierarchical behavior semantic memory from which task planner
takes out context-dependent situated objects at each level of
behavior planning. Having initial and goal states at the first
abstract level, the modified A* search is devised to search
for possible solutions to solve problems. The concept of
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Figure 1: Situated Affordance concept. (a) Template. (b)
Example of pouring water in a cup.
Fig. 1 presents a template (left) and an example (right) of
Situated Affordance concept. Traditional concept of Affordance defines an action of associating behaviors with objects.
For example, when you have a chair and a ball, it is more
likely that you sit on the chair and bounce the ball. The
affordance consists of objects, behaviors, and effect. Even
though this previous version of Affordance concept is used
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widely in artificial intelligence research, it should be more
understood in the context or environment where the objects
are present; the behavior ‘eating’ is not appropriate for bread
dropped on the floor. The existent Affordance concept is
extended to a new one where environmental context relevant
to objects is considered and named it situated affordance.
With situated affordance, a robot will move an empty cup
on the table in the living room to the kitchen, while it fills
beverage in an empty cup if it is requested by a human.
B. Hierarchy of Behaviors
Even though the symbolic representation in task planning
is understood intuitively and straightforwardly, for robots
to actually perform given tasks the symbolic representation
should be segmented into primitive behaviors that can be
executed by robots. It becomes a complicated problem, if we
try to solve the problems only at the primitive behavior level.
Therefore, it requires to consider simultaneously the abstract
levels that have less number of symbolic behaviors to change
the problem to the simpler and easier one to plan. This
requirement leads to considering the hierarchical structure
of behaviors.
C. Automated Planner
The confabulation based task planning algorithm employs
STRIPS for task planning module. A STRIPS instance
consists of initial state, goal states, a set of actions with preand post-conditions. Condition is defined by free variables
that are switched by actual objects or situation attributes
(situated objects) in real environment. Combination of the
situated objects are considered as states that describe the environment where robots are present. The states describing the
environment change by actions that satisfy pre-condition. As
a searching algorithm, A* is used to find the action sequence
satisfying the pre-condition. In this sense, behavior selection
algorithm becomes goal-oriented by adopting STRIPS-like
problem solvers. If b actions are combined to make a
sequence of length n to solve a problem, its complexity
becomes bn . Therefore, if only primitive behaviors are used
to solve the problem, a number of solutions become available
and the solution path becomes lengthy. This leads to the
need for introducing a hierarchical behavior structure, such
as Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) to downsize the search
space.
D. Confabulation Theory
Bayesian and cogent confabulation are formal logics
for induction. Both methods put reliability on conclusions.
When premises a, b, c, d and a conclusion set E is given in
induction, the reliability of the conclusion for Bayesian is
defined as posterior probability p(e|abcd). The reliability of
the conclusion of cogent confabulation is cogency p(abcd|e).
The cogency can be calculated as follows:
p(abcd|e) ≈ k · [p(a|e) · p(b|e) · p(c|e) · p(d|e)]

(1)

Figure 2: Overall behavior planning architecture
The selection of the maximum one is the confabulation
process. It is applied to the proposed behavior planning
algorithm.
III. L AYERED C ONFABULATION BASED B EHAVIOR
P LANNING
Proposed layered confabulation architecture is initiated
from confabulation for abstract behavior to propagate
through the hierarchical network down to more complicated
behavior layers and finally to the primitive behavior layer. As
shown in Fig. 2, proposed architecture consists of constituent
modules. Perception module obtains information about agent
and environment using internal and external sensors. With
semantic memory as reference, task recognition module
defines current situation as a set of situated objects composed
of situation related with the objects. Memory module is
composed of situated object semantic memory, hierarchical
behavior semantic memory, and confabulation memory. Confabulation memory stores confabulation probability between
situated objects and behaviors. Behavior planning module
plans appropriate behavior order using obtained information
and confabulation process. Lastly, actuator module executes
the behavior.
A. Situated Object Semantic Memory
Since situated affordance is expressed as object, situation,
behavior, and effect pairs, it is appropriate to construct the
semantic memory based on ontology that expresses class,
instance, property, and relation. Behavior selection uses
environmental status as input and outputs behaviors, so it
is appropriate to classify the four elements that composes
situated affordance into environmental status part that includes object and situation, and behavioral part that includes
behavior and effect.
Fig. 3 shows several situated objects present in environmental status using ontology based semantic memory. Situation type is the property of object type and is able to define
instances as the type is regarded as a class at the same time.
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Figure 3: Situated object semantic memory
Figure 5: Confabulation memory and process. (left: fact
symbols, right: conclusion symbols)

Figure 4: Example of hierarchical behavior pools in semantic
memory

The environmental status is expressed with detailed instances
of the situated object. Thus, the actual instance needs to be
substituted into the concept expressed abstractly with objectsituation pair, which is the quantification process.
B. Hierarchical Behavior Semantic Memory
Fig. 4 depicts behavior pools for hierarchical behavior
planning. Planning task is on the top level, several abstract
behavior levels are continued, and lastly, primitive behavior
level is placed. The behaviors are represented by their
symbols and parameters as follows:
The nth level abstract behavior: B n (p1 , p2 )
Primitive behavior: bp (p1 , p2 )
where p1 and p2 are parameters of the behavior and free
variable to be quantified, respectively.
C. Confabulation Memory and Process
Behavior semantic memory expresses behaviors, parameters, preconditions, and effects. Similar to situated object in
the semantic memory, behavior is quantified and takes actual
objects and situations as parameters.
Confabulation process uses assumed fact symbols, conclusion symbol, and the probability values between the
symbols. Fig. 5 depicts an example. The example shows
eight quantified situated-objects as assumed fact symbols

and one quantified behavior as a conclusion symbol. Each
assumed fact symbol has several instances and is able
to express one of them. The conclusion symbol also has
several instances and each of them can have their own
cogency. There is a probability value between each assumed
fact and conclusion. According to confabulation theory, by
multiplying probability values connected to a conclusion,
an approximate cogency value for the conclusion can be
obtained. In other words, in an expressed environment status,
the probability of each behavior can be evaluated and used
as a considerable element in behavior planning.
D. Cogency based behavior planner
The proposed behavior planner merges a goal directed
behavior planning method and a memory based behavior
selection method. STRIPS style behavior planner is an
example of the goal directed method. In order to handle
the situational change of an object, the object is fixed with
a constant and a symbol is assumed as a variable so that
the situated object symbol and instance can be expressed as
follows:
< oi , Sji >: situated object symbol
< oi , sij
k >: situated object instance,
where
oi : ith object
Sji : j th situation type related to the object instance oi
th
sij
instance of Sji .
k: k
For example, when oi = cup, Sji = BEVERAGE = milk,
coke, the situated object symbol <cup1, BEVERAGE> can
express situated object instances as <cup1, milk>, <cup1,
coke>.
The confabulation cogency value is calculated as follows:
QI QJi
cogency(bm ) = i=1 j=1
p(< oi , Sji > |bm ),
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where
bm : mth behavior
cogency(bm ): cogency value of mth behavior
I: number of object instances over all of the object types
Ji : number of situation types of object instance oi
Sji : substitution of sij
k with proper k, according to the current
environmental state.
When a behavior is successfully planned and executed,
the reinforcement learning on the behavior is initiated to
increase the chance of being selected at a later time. The
reinforcement learning method is as follows:
Reinforce: p0 (<oi , Sji > |bm ) ← p(< oi , Sji > |bm ) + λ
Normalization: p(<oi , Sji > |bm ) ←

p0 (<oi ,Sji >|bm )
PK ij 0
i
n=1 p (<oi ,Sj >|bm )

(2)

where λ is learning amount.
STRIPS style behavior planner uses a tree search algorithm like A* to find an appropriate behavior order. Here, an
algorithm that searches tree using not only cost and heuristic
but also cogency score is proposed as follows:
f = g + h + c,

(3)

where
g: behavior cost from initial state to current state
h: estimated cost to goal state from current state
c: cogency score of current state, considering the cogency
of previous state given the behavior that has made transition
to current state.
Since the cogency value is approximated with the multiplication of large number of confabulation probabilities,
expression range is very wide. Thus, instead of using the
values directly, the following cogency scores obtainable from
ranking system are used:

cm =

Ranking(cogency(bm ))
,
M

(4)

where
bm : mth behavior
M : number of quantified behaviors
cm : cogency ranking score of bm normalized to [0,1].
Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code for the proposed cogencybased behavior planning algorithm.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Experiment Setting
With demonstrations of two scenarios, beverage serving,
and cereal and milk serving with the real humanoid robot, the
proposed architecture showed its effectiveness. To show the
function of primitive behavior planning, a simple example

Algorithm 1 Confabulation-based Behavior Planner
Procedure: Confabulation-based Behavior Planner(start,
goal)
1: Closed_Set = {}
2: Open_Set = {}
3: previous_state[start] = empty
4: g_score[start] = 0
5: c_score[start] = 0
6: f_score[start] = g_score[start] +
heuristic_cost_estimate(start, goal)
7: while OpenSet is not empty do
8:
current_state = the node in Open_Set having
the lowest f_score[] value
9:
if current_state = goal then
10:
return reconstruct_behavior_sequence(previous_state,
current_state)
11:
end if
12:
Open_Set.Remove(current_state)
13:
Closed_Set.Add(current_state)
14:
for each behavior and next_state from current_state
do
15:
Open_Set.Add(next_state)
16:
b[next_state] = behavior
17:
previous_state[next_state] = current_state
18:
g_score[next_state]=g_score[current_state] +
behavior_cost_between(current_state, next_state)
19:
h_score[next_state] =
heuristic_cost_estimate(next_state, goal)
20:
c_score[next_state] = confabulation_cogency
_ranking_score(current_state, behavior)
21:
f_score[next_state]=g_score[next_state] +
h_score[next_state] + c_score[next_state]
22:
end for
23: end while
24: return failure
end procedure
Procedure: reconstruct_behavior_sequence(previous_state,
current_state)
totoal_sequence = [current]
while current in previous_state.Keys do
current = previous_state[current]
total_sequence.append(current)
end while
return total_sequence
end procedure

environment was set with eight locations on a table. A
sudden problem change by a user intervention was assumed,
and a new solution conducted by replanning after the user
intervention was shown (Fig. 6).
Table I shows the hierarchical plan of the given task. Each
raw starts with Behavior ID number followed by the name
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7

8
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C2

B2

1
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B1

3

B1: bottle1
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C1: cup1
C2: cup2

4

Mybot

Task name
Initial state
Table

Changed plan
5

6

7

8

Human intervention
C1

C2

2: pour
B2
1

2

3

B1

B1: bottle1
B2: bottle2
C1: cup1
C2: cup2

4

Mybot

(a) Original plan

(b) Altered after user intervention

(c) Initial state of beverage serving

(d) Goal state of beverage serving

Figure 6: Plans for beverage serving task. (a) Original plan
on cup2 before user intervention. (b) Altered plan on cup2
after user intervention.
of the behavior and parameters. Hierarchical level of each
behavior was denoted at the head of the behavior name. B1,
B2, and B3 for abstract level behavior, manipulation level
behavior, and primitive behavior, respectively.
User intervention was assumed during the execution of the
plan. The user moved Cup2 to Location8, and the location
of Cup2 in the goal state was also changed to Location8
by the user. Replanning was done and remaining plan was
changed to use right hand rather than left hand considering
the reachable area of each hand.
Score calculation for the states of the cogency-based
behavior planner and its parameter settings are as follows:
f = g + h + (cm − 1) × k × w, w = max(1 −

n
, 0), (5)
N

where
g: one per each behavior
h: number of situated object symbols not matching with the
goal state
k = 3: gain constant of cogency ranking score
N : anticipated solution length of search tree
n: depth of the current node in search tree
B. Experimental result
This section presents the experimental results for beverage
serving task. Primitive behaviors consider reachable area of
each hand in the planning (Figs. 6 (a), (b)).
Table I enumerates definitions of planning for beverage
serving task. As indicated, the goal state had been changed in
the middle of task by user. Despite of it, Mybot, successfully
performed beverage serving (Fig. 6 (d)). Referring to the
initial state and original goal state in Table I, originally
planned solution is shown in Fig. 7. Each raw starts with
Behavior ID number followed by the name of the behavior

Beverage serving task
Bottle1 is at Location4 and containing Beverage1
Bottle2 is at Location3 and containing Beverage2
Cup1 is at Location2 and empty
Cup2 is at Location1 and empty
Goal State
Bottles are at their original location
Cup1 is at Location7 and containing Beverage1
Cup2 is at Location5 and containing Beverage2
Changed Goal State Bottles are at their original location
Cup1 is at Location7 and containing Beverage1
Cup2 is at Location8 and containing Beverage2
Abstract level behav- Move Object to Location
iors
Pour source Object to target Object
Manipulation behav- Pick Object with Hand
iors
Pour to target Object with object in Hand
Place the object in Hand to destination Location
Primitive behaviors
Reach Hand to Location
Reach Hand to Object
Grasp with Hand
Lift with Hand
Put down with Hand
Tilt with Hand
Stand upright with Hand

Table I: Definitions of the planning problem for beverage
serving task
and parameters. Hierarchical level of each behavior was
denoted at the head of the behavior name. B1, B2, and
B3 for abstract level behavior, manipulation level behavior,
and primitive behavior, respectively. In the original plan, the
Cup2 was placed from Location2 to Location5 and supposed
to be filled with beverage in Bottle2. However, Cup2 was
moved to Location8 by user intervention. In Fig. 7 and 8
the last behavior in the abstract level is the ID number
39. Even though the high level behaviors are the same,
the lower level behaviors are totally changed. <Video link:
http://rit.kaist.ac.kr/home/Confabulation_based_Planner>
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the layered confabulation architecture for
hierarchical behavior planning was proposed as a behavior
selection method of an intelligent agent. As a method to consider working environment status, the situated object concept
was introduced. Also, semantic memory, which expresses the
situated objects as ontology in order to express environmental status and behaviors in memory, and the quantification
method for semantic memory was presented. Confabulation
memory and process could learn from past experiences and
infer the probability and suitability of each behavior at
a given situation. Then, STIRPS based behavior planning
method, which includes goal-oriented behavior planning
features to achieve operation goals, was merged with the
memory based inference method. The proposed method was
applied to the task intelligence for two arms operation of
the humanoid robot and three confabulation based behavior
planning layers were constructed. With demonstrations of
two scenarios, beverage serving, and cereal and milk serving
with the real humanoid robot, the proposed architecture
showed its effectiveness.
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VE, O_CUP1, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7
2: B2_PICK, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP1
22: B1_MOVE, O_CUP1, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7

2: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP1

2: B2_PICK, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP1

28: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_LEFT
32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT
22: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7
18: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7

2: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP1
28: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_LEFT

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

18: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

UR, O_BOTTLE1, O_CUP1
4: B2_PICK, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE1

30: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_LEFT
32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

29: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_RIGHT

14: B2_POUR, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP1

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

10: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP1

14: B2_POUR, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP1

35: B3_TILT, O_HAND_RIGHT

10: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP1

37: B3_STAND_UPRIGHT, O_HAND_RIGHT

35: B3_TILT, O_HAND_RIGHT

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

37: B3_STAND_UPRIGHT, O_HAND_RIGHT

27: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION4
23: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION4
31: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_RIGHT

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT
27: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION4
23: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION4

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

31: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_RIGHT

VE, O_CUP2, S_OBJECT_LOCATION5

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

3: B2_PICK, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP2

28: B1_MOVE, O_CUP2, S_OBJECT_LOCATION5

7: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP2

2: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP1
28: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_LEFT
32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT
22: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7
18: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7
30: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_LEFT

34: B1_POUR, O_BOTTLE1, O_CUP1

8: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE1

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

2: B2_PICK, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP1

18: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT
4: B2_PICK, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE1

29: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_RIGHT

22: B1_MOVE, O_CUP1, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7

22: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7

30: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_LEFT
34: B1_POUR, O_BOTTLE1, O_CUP1

8: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE1

2: B2_PICK, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP1

28: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_LEFT
22: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7

30: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_LEFT

22: B1_MOVE, O_CUP1, S_OBJECT_LOCATION7

2: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP1

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

4: B2_PICK, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE1
8: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE1

34: B1_POUR, O_BOTTLE1, O_CUP1
4: B2_PICK, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE1

29: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_RIGHT

8: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE1

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

29: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_RIGHT

14: B2_POUR, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP1

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

10: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP1

14: B2_POUR, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP1

35: B3_TILT, O_HAND_RIGHT

10: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP1

37: B3_STAND_UPRIGHT, O_HAND_RIGHT

35: B3_TILT, O_HAND_RIGHT

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

37: B3_STAND_UPRIGHT, O_HAND_RIGHT

27: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION4
23: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION4
31: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_RIGHT

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT
27: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION4
23: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION4

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

31: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_RIGHT
33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

3: B2_PICK, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP2

28: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_LEFT
32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT
20: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION5

7: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP2

User moved CUP2 from LOCATION5 TO LOCATION8 at this moment

28: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_LEFT

Remaining task was replanned and altered to use right hand

User moved CUP2 from LOCATION5 TO LOCATION8 at this moment

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

16: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION5
30: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_LEFT

20: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION5
16: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION5

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

30: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_LEFT

UR, O_BOTTLE2, O_CUP2

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

1: B2_PICK, O_HAND_LEFT, O_BOTTLE2

39: B1_POUR, O_BOTTLE2, O_CUP2

5: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_BOTTLE2

1: B2_PICK, O_HAND_LEFT, O_BOTTLE2

28: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_LEFT

5: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_BOTTLE2

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT
11: B2_POUR, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP2

5: B2_PICK, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE2

39: B1_POUR, O_BOTTLE2, O_CUP2

9: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE2

5: B2_PICK, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE2

29: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_RIGHT

9: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_BOTTLE2

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

29: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_RIGHT

15: B2_POUR, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP2

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

28: B3_GRASP, O_HAND_LEFT

11: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP2

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

35: B3_TILT, O_HAND_RIGHT

11: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP2

37: B3_STAND_UPRIGHT, O_HAND_RIGHT

35: B3_TILT, O_HAND_RIGHT

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

37: B3_STAND_UPRIGHT, O_HAND_RIGHT

11: B2_POUR, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP2

7: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP2

Remaining task was replanned and altered to use right hand
39: B1_POUR, O_BOTTLE2, O_CUP2

15: B2_POUR, O_HAND_RIGHT, O_CUP2

34: B3_TILT, O_HAND_LEFT

7: B3_REACH_HAND_OBJECT, O_HAND_LEFT, O_CUP2

36: B3_STAND_UPRIGHT, O_HAND_LEFT

34: B3_TILT, O_HAND_LEFT

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

36: B3_STAND_UPRIGHT, O_HAND_LEFT

22: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION3

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

31: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_RIGHT

22: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION3

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

31: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_RIGHT

18: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_LEFT S_OBJECT_LOCATION3
14: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION3

18: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_LEFT S_OBJECT_LOCATION3

30: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_LEFT

14: B3_REACH_HAND_LOCATION, O_HAND_LEFT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION3

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

30: B3_PUT_DOWN, O_HAND_LEFT

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

26: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION3

26: B2_PLACE, O_HAND_RIGHT, S_OBJECT_LOCATION3

33: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_RIGHT

32: B3_LIFT, O_HAND_LEFT

Figure 7: A solution for the original plan for beverage
serving scenario.
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